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About This Game

Every person can have a dream during sleep.

But if the contents of dream aren’t decided randomly but decided by [Dream point] gathered from a two-dimensional space
called [Dreamality] right before having a dream, how do you feel?

[Pleasure in Dream] is a story made on the basis of the outlook of this [Dreamality].

* * *

One day, “Latkimarchi” who was taking a nap had an exciting dream through [Dreamality] is confronted with a situation of
being unable to escape to the reality through [Dreamality].

Lucid dream has begun while his spirit is locked up in [Dreamality] against his will.

“Latkimarchi” who didn’t plan to sleep long originally because he was taking a nap complained the administrator of
[Dreamality] what situation it was in confusion, and made a disturbance as using [Dreampoint] he had gathered for attack in

order to penetrate a way to the reality by himself.

In the meantime,
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“Yochshae” who was locked in [Dreamality] for the same reason as “Latkimarchi” listened carefully to the administrator and
judged it would be more difficult to wait until administrators reported the situation of [Dreamality] to God and took a measure

for the present. So he decided to resolve directly with “Latkimarchi”.

* * *

It is an adventure story of two protagonists, which is based on the dream world.

Protagonists must repel the people to the reality, who would block this dream world from the reality to occupy so that they could
awaken from the sleep.

Today, will you listen to this small story?
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So when initially put on sale this was apparently from Valve, how on earth they got away with that one is beyond me as it has
now been corrected.
Well it suckered me into buying and what did I find?
No, not HL3 in disguise but a very shoddy side scrolling shooter.
I eventually found the keys:
WASD NOPW
Controller NOPE
Curser Check
Select?
Enter NOPE
Space NOPE
Well it did say X to skip the intro, surely not? Yep X to select.
Surely I can change the key bindings?
Nope
Graphic settings?
You guessed it Nope
Finally stumbled into the game through poorly desgined menus.
And what do I find?
A side scrolling shooter with tacked in cut scenes.
This game seems to have forgot R-Type existed 20 years ago and did this a thousand times better.
I have bought better for less than 50p on here.
Redeeming features?
It didn't crash
The sound didn't make my ears bleed
The graphics reminded me of better days on my MegaDrive...
Nostalgia is great this isn't.
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